ABSTRACT With the rise of crowdsourcing economies, the home delivery business is now undergoing rapid development. The authentication schemes that are currently used in the home delivery business remain unanalyzed from the provable authenticity perspective. In this paper, we generalize the ''cross-realm authentication path'' of the Kerberos protocol and apply it to the online ordering and offline delivery business. We design a Kerberos-based scheme for the crowdsourcing delivery model to establish authenticity for principals, including customers, suppliers, and deliverymen. Then we extend it to some more complex models, such as the receiving agent model, the unified service of franchised chain model, and the relay delivery model. The authentication schemes can also be incorporated into the door access and guard system to enhance the physical security in smart cities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, the business of delivering ordered goods (e.g. foods, books, and flowers) to home is now undergoing rapid development, as new platforms race to capture markets and customers across the Europe, America, and Asia. Take food delivery business of USA for example, consumer spending on food delivery in 2015 was worth around 30 billion dollars -4 billion dollars of this was accounted for by home delivery sales [1] . A November 2016 survey found that 20 percent of respondents used food delivery at least once a week. As more and more consumers are becoming used to shopping by using apps, steady rapid growth of this market is anticipated for the next five years.
It is somewhat surprising that the schemes that are actually used in working and deployed scheme remain unanalyzed from the provable security perspective. Some security problems that have been ignored before are raised nowadays. For example, a Houston homeowner was robbed and severely beaten after he opened his front door to a man posing as a deliveryman [2] . For another example, many new deliverymen had bitter experiences of unintentionally delivering goods to the wrong address.
The goal of this paper is to design an authentication scheme for the home delivery models. The scheme is expected to establish authenticity for principals including customers, suppliers, and deliverymen.
The authentication requirements in the above-mentioned scenes are similar to that on the Internet indeed. The major difference is that the real-life entities are persons, rather than workstations or PC terminals. We need develop an authentication protocol to address these real-life authentication problems. However, formally establishing a reliable authentication protocol is not an easy task. We recall Kerberos [3] , an authentication protocol which has been widely used in the computer network community.
In the late 1980s, MIT first designed Kerberos to protect network services in the Project Athena [4] . Kohl and Neuman [5] published the fifth edition of the Kerberos specification in 1993 to remove some limitations. RFC 4120, obsoleting RFC 1510 in 2005, clarified aspects of the protocol and its intended use [6] . In 2007, MIT made an implementation of Kerberos freely available, under copyright permissions similar to those used for BSD [7] .
Butler et al. [8] provided the detailed verification for the Kerberos V5 specification. Many researchers also proposed extensions and revisions. For example, Cervesato et al. [9] and Rowe et al. [10] reported a man-in-the-middle attack on PKINIT, and proposed a public key extension for the Kerberos V5 protocol. Liu et al. [11] developed a binary tree code algorithm to alleviate the Kerberos server bottleneck problem.
Kerberos has been successfully used in Windows as its default authentication method [12] . Many UNIX operating systems, including Fedora, Ubuntu, and FreeBSD, also contain Kerberos authentication tools [13] .
We decide to exploit Kerberos in the home delivery business, because Kerberos is technically mature and structurally sound. Moreover, the Kerberos protocol can be designed to operate across organizational boundaries. Namely, a client in one organization can be authenticated to a server in another organization. Many applications such as next generation network application can be found in literature [14] [15] . This cross-realm Kerberos may facilitate the authentication design for some complicated network applications.
However, direct imitation of the typical cross-realm network authentication is not applicable for the home delivery business. Therefore, we proposed a generalized authentication path for cross-realm Kerberos. With the aid of the new idea, we can obtain the authentication solutions for the crowdsourcing model. Furthermore, the method can be applied to more sophisticated delivery models without much difficulty. We have tested the method in a book ordering and home delivery platform. The platform has run for couples of months with no negative feedback.
The main contributions of this paper include:
1) This is the first work to generalize the authentication path of Kerberos. The generalized authentication path endows the cross-realm Kerberos applications with more flexibility. 2) It is also the first work to apply Kerberos to the offline real-life business. In the past, people were used to moving the real-life business to the Internet. It seems unusual to apply a mature network protocol to the offline scenario in reverse.
3) The proposed scheme can provide strong cryptographic authentication for the fast growing crowdsourcing business.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the security requirements of home delivery models and give a background of the Kerberos protocol. In Section III, we analyze the similarity and difference between the offline business scenario and the online Kerberos environment. We propose the approach and the algorithm to construct the generalized cross-realm authentication path, and then apply it to the home delivery business. Section IV deals with applications of the extended Kerberos to more complicated home delivery models. Section V concludes the paper finally.
II. HOME DELIVERY APPLICATION OF KERBEROS
We start with a typical scenario of the food ordering and home delivery platform. This platform is similar to other ordering and home delivery platforms such as flower and book retail platforms. We analyze its authentication requirements and then use Kerberos to satisfy them.
A. AUTHENTICATION REQUIREMENTS
In the traditional model, a consumer finds a restaurant, places an order, and then waits for the restaurant to bring the food to the door. With the development of e-commerce, consumers gradually become accustomed to ordering dinners through Apps or websites with great convenience. Soon afterwards, they get unsatisfied with just taking reservations or placing pick-up orders from Internet. The growth in home deliveries makes it real for consumers to dine at home with the same quality food from a fine restaurant.
A typical food ordering and home delivery model is the aggregator model, which emerged about twenty years ago [16] . The aggregator platform simply provides menus online, takes orders from customers and routes them to restaurants that handle the delivery themselves.
Authentication requirements of the food ordering and home delivery model include:
• If a customer wants to order a meal from the online platform, the platform needs to verify the customer's identity.
• Since the transaction often occurs between the restaurant and the customer, the restaurant needs to verify the customer's identity.
• The platform and the restaurant need to verify each other. They usually perform authentications in advance online or offline.
• In the aggregator model, when a deliveryman arrives the customer's home, the customer needs to know whether the genuine restaurant assigns this deliveryman to do the delivery.
• The customer needs to verify the ordering platform too. It is dangerous to visit a fake platform. Mutual authentications in the food ordering and delivery system are always the basic needs. However, complicated procedures are not welcome. Suppose the customer want to order a meal. If the customer is asked to sign in once to access the platform, that is okay. But if the customer is then asked to sign in to the restaurant's portal again, the customer will feel unhappy. Plus if every restaurants ask the customer to sign in again and again, the system will be disappointing. Therefore, the system should avoid unnecessary repeated authentication.
B. KERBEROS PROTOCOL
Next, we shall technically review the mechanism of the Kerberos protocol.
Kerberos is a network authentication protocol, which provides mutual authentication for the client and the server over a non-secure network. The Kerberos protocol assumes that there is a trusted third party [6] , which is named as a Kerberos server. The Kerberos server consists of an Authentication Server (AS) and a Ticket-Granting Server (TGS). The AS and TGS are respectively responsible for creating and issuing tickets to the clients upon request. They usually run on a same physical server named as the Key Distribution Center (KDC). Clients and servers are called principals. Server principals are composed of a primary name, instance, and realm, while client principals do not have to have an instance.
We list a set of abbreviations in Table 1 to help eliminate confusion in the rest of paper. The Kerberos authentication process consists of three phases (see Fig.1 ).
1) In the first phase, the client makes a request (message 1 ) for a TGT from the AS. The AS responds with a TGT (T c,tgs ), and an encrypted session key needed for the next phase. The session key can be decrypted only by a client that possesses the user's password, which has never been communicated over the network. The first phase is used only when the user first logs in to the system. 2) In the second phase, the client presents the TGT to the TGS (message 3 ), which responds with a ticket SGT (T c,ss ) and a second session key encrypted with the first session key (message 4 ). The second phase is indispensable whenever a user authenticates to a new verifier. 3) In the final phase, the SGT as a credential is presented to the given server (message 5 ), which then grants access to the service. Message 6 is optional and used only when the client requires mutual authentication. The session key shared by the client and server is used to authenticate the client and may optionally be used to authenticate the server. It can also be used to encrypt further communication between the two principals or to exchange a separate sub-session key to be used to encrypt further communication.
The Kerberos server maintains a database of principals and their secret keys. The authentication exchanges mentioned previously require read-only access to the Kerberos database. Occasionally, the entries in the database need to be modified, such as when adding new principals or updating a principal's key.
The Kerberos protocol enjoys considerable advantages in network security including confidentiality, integrity, and protect against eavesdropping or replay attacks.
The ticket is sent over a non-secure network and might be intercepted and reused by an attacker. Therefore, an authenticator encrypted with the session key is sent to prove that the message originates from the principal. The authenticator also includes a timestamp, which proves that the message was recently generated and is not a replay. No one except the requesting principal and the server knows the session key. So encrypting the authenticator with the session key proves that it was generated by a principal possessing this session key.
The integrity of the messages exchanged between principals can also be guaranteed by using the session key. It is accomplished by generating and transmitting a message authentication code (MAC) which is a digest function of the client's message keyed with this session key. Confidentiality and privacy can be secured by encrypting data using the session key or the sub-session key packaged in the authenticator. VOLUME 6, 2018 Moreover, Kerberos has three additional advantages:
• SSO Single Sign-On (SSO) is an important feature of Kerberos. With SSO, the client only needs to type password only once. A credential cache on a client machine stores tickets obtained by a client, such as the TGT s and SGT s. So when the client wants to access to an old service, only phases 3) are replayed. And if the client wants to access to a new service, only phases 2) and 3) are replayed.
• Little assumption A trusted third party authentication service is needed. The credential cache must be secured to prevent impersonation. Except these assumptions, Kerberos does not base trust on the host address.
• Anonymity support Anonymous user authentication is a common task [17] , [18] . Kerberos uses an option to allow asking the TGS not to include the client's name when constructing a ticket but the generic string ''USER'' [19] . Thus, it offers anonymity support if needed.
• Extensibility In the Kerberos environment, the application is free to choose whatever protection may be necessary. For instance, though Kerberos usually builds on the symmetric key cryptography, it supports authentication for users registered with public key certifications. As another instance, many applications use Kerberos upon the initiation of a network connection. Once authenticated, principals can use credentials to start another network or application protocol. When comparing the security requirements of the aggregator model mentioned previously and the network security provided by the Kerberos protocol, one would find a close similarity. Next, we shall show how to apply Kerberos to the aggregator model.
C. SCHEME FOR THE AGGREGATOR MODEL
Before we describe the authentication process in detail, we give out some abbreviations in Table 2 which will be used soon. To distinguish the abbreviations of ''client'' and ''customer'', we use ''cu'' as the abbreviation of ''customer''. Similarly, we use ''su'' as the abbreviation of ''supplier''. Suppliers may be flower shops, restaurants, or book retail stores. Customers could order flowers, fast foods or books from them.
We compare the security requirements of the aggregator model and the network security requirement of the client/server model in the Kerberos environment, see Table 3 . Despite the offline feature, the aggregator model shows close similarities to the client/server model. It is suitable for the aggregator model to use Kerberos as its authentication solution. Kerberos is such a widely deployed network protocol that we can design the authentication scheme for the aggregator model without much difficulty. We carefully listed the Kerberos principals and their devices, along with their aggregator counterparts. As shown in Table 4 , the aggregator model should be a scheme based on the trusted third-party. And the platform which is trusted by customers and suppliers is the best candidate for the role. Likewise, we describe the authentication process in three phases.
In the first phase as shown in Fig.2(a) , the customer makes a request (message 1 ) for a TGT from the platform. There is a growing trend that more and more customers use smart phones instead of computers to makes the request. The platform responds with a TGT (message 2 ), and an encrypted session key needed for the next phase. The session key can be decrypted only by the customer who possesses the customer's password, which has never been communicated over the network. The first phase is used only when the customer first signs in to the system.
In the second phase shown in Fig.2(b) , the customer presents the TGT to the TGS (message 3 ), which responds with a service-granting ticket SGT and a second session key encrypted with the first session key (message 4 ). The second phase is indispensable whenever a customer authenticates to a new supplier. In a networking context, authentication is the act of proving identity to a network application or resource. The situation does not change in the communication among the customer's smart phone, the platform server, and the supplier's computer.
In the final phase shown in Fig.2(c) , the SGT as a credential is presented to the given supplier (message 5 ). The supplier verifies the signed data with the session key to validate the authentication attempt.
Unlike typical online applications of Kerberos, the deliveryman, and the customer need offline face-to-face authentication in the delivery business. We compared the implementation between the electronic and face-to-face authentication in Table 5 . In the real world, one prefers Theoretically, a bar-code image contains data of any finite size with enough high resolution. However, the recognizability of the smart phone is limited. Fig.3 shows that the barcode image of 2048 bits data has a much higher resolution than the bar-code image of 24 bits. Therefore, very large size of message is not preferable. We use less than 384 bits in the real project. The bar-code can be replaced with the RFID which is harder to replicate and can provide larger storage. One can integrate the face-to-face authentication scheme into the door access and guard system without much difficulty. Thus, the physical security can be significantly enhanced.
D. SECURITY
Since Butler et al. [8] have formally verified the design of Kerberos, we design the Kerberos based scheme as rigorously as possible to reap the full benefits of security of Kerberos authentication. These schemes allow nodes communicating over the non-secure environment to prove their identity to one another in a secure manner. Additionally, the face-to-face authentications are implemented through bar-codes authentication, which is a convenient way in the real world. All the data in the bar-codes are encrypted by the principals' secret keys or session keys. Therefore, we need not worry about some challenges such as eavesdropping and replay attacks.
For Man-At-The-End attacks [20] , if all principals keep secret keys secret and nobody is threatened with physical violence, the scheme is secure. If an attacker generates a barcode copy, just like eavesdrops on the network, the attacker will be found by checking the phone number or other identification information in the ticket. The security can be significantly enhanced if we enable further authentications based on the session key shared between, or use additional biometric authentications.
E. LIMITATION
Our schemes inherit the limitation of the Kerberos as well as its advantage.
The limitations mainly include:
• Keeping secret keys secret Principals must keep their secret keys secret. If an intruder steals a principal key, the intruder will be able to masquerade as that principal or impersonate any server to the legitimate principal. For the same reason, our schemes are vulnerable to password guessing attacks.
• Vulnerability to DOS Kerberos has not solved the Denial Of Service (DOS) attacks. Therefore, the online part of our scheme is vulnerable to DOS.
• Time synchronization Each principal on the network must have a clock, which is loosely synchronized to the time of the other principals. We make these assumptions on the environment in which our scheme can properly function.
F. AUXILIARY PROTOCOLS AND OPTIONAL BEHAVIOR
The recipient may check whether the sender's address (or cell phone number) matches the supposed sender's address in the message, and whether the recipient's addresses (or cell phone number) matches the supposed recipient's address in the message [6] . In fact, the address check does not provide any added security, since the identity has already been verified before. Thus, from the perspective of security, the recipient may ignore the address even if it is presented. Nevertheless, the address should be included in the authenticators as business information, or for audit.
With the mutual secret key in hand, principals in the aggregator model can also exchange any message encrypted with their shared key.
III. GENERALIZED AUTHENTICATION PATH AND CROSS-REALM AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES
With the rise of crowdsourcing economies, the crowdsourcing delivery recently emerges as the mainstream implementation of home delivery. Advantages of using crowdsourcing may include decreased costs and increased flexibility [21] . In China, even lower-end traditional delivery restaurants have found it more cost efficient to crowdsource distribution logistics [22] .
The Kerberos protocol is also designed for operating across realms [6] . In this section, we will technically review the mechanism of the cross-realm Kerberos. Then we propose the generalized authentication path, and design an authentication scheme for the crowdsourcing delivery model.
A. CROSS-REALM KERBEROS
We describe the cross-realm authentication in a typical scenario. Suppose a user in realm 1 wants to print a file, but there is no printer in realm 1. Fortunately, the KDC server in realm 1 has full accessibility of realm 2. But there is no printer in realm 2 too. Next, the KDC server of realm 2 has full accessibility of realm 3, and the KDC server of realm 3 has full accessibility of realm 4, and so on. Finally, The KDC server of realm N − 1 has full accessibility of realm N , and there is a printing service with a printer in realm N .
We illustrate the authentication process in Fig.4 where c@r1 and p@rN are the abbreviations of customer@realm1 and printer@realmN respectively. We omit the authentication process from realm 3 to realm N − 1 to avoid unnecessary repetition. A cross-realm authentication starts when the client sends a request AS1_REQ to its home AS1 in order to obtain a ticket TGT 1. This ticket is used in a follow-up message exchange with the home TGS1 where the client requests a special ticket called cross-realm ticket {T c@r1,as2 }K as2 . The cross-realm ticket, which is protected with the inter-KDC key (K c@r1,as2 ) shared between realm 1 and 2, now is used to communicate with the AS2 in realm 2. When realm 2 shares an inter-realm key with the next realm, AS2 will issue a ticket {T c@r1,tgs2 }K tgs2 that can be used to acquire a ticket for visiting next realm. Again and again, finally the client obtains a ticket {T c@r1,p@rN }K p@rN for accessing the printing service in the last realm. The printing service decrypts the ticket using its private key K p@rN , extracts the K c@r1,p@rN from the ticket, decrypts the client's authenticator A p@rN and checks it. If the authenticator passes, then the client will access the printing service finally.
The end-service often wants to know which realms were transited in the authentication process. To facilitate this decision, a field in each ticket optionally contains the names of the realms involved.
B. AUTHENTICATION PATH AND ITS GENERALIZATION
The cross-realm Kerberos have been successfully applied to many network security scenarios. However, it cannot be applied to the crowdsourcing platform directly, because there is essential difference between these two scenarios.
If the customer requires all cross-realm authentications, we can apply the typical cross-realm Kerberos scheme without much change. Working on this assumption, the customer orders a meal from the ordering platform. Next, the customer finds a deliveryman from a delivery platform introduced by the restaurant. Then the deliveryman goes to the restaurant to take the meal. However, in the real world, the customer would not like to do so many things. What the customer want to do is just ordering a meal online and paying for the food fee and the delivery fee. The customer does not care how to arrange the delivery. Therefore, we have to modify the typical crossrealm authentication scheme.
Definition 1 (Authentication Path [6] ): In the Kerberos, a sequence of intermediate realms transited in the authentication process when communicating from one realm to another has been defined as the authentication path.
We can easily obtain the authentication path even for a hierarchically-configured Kerberos [6] . The authentication path between the client and the print server have been traversed in Fig.4 is (Realm1, Realm2, · · · , RealmN ), or
We illustrate how to construct the authentication path in Fig.5 . The client, KDC, and the server trust mutually in each realm. We simplify their links, keep them still connected with KDC in center, as shown in Fig.5(a) . Then the crossrealm printing service in Fig.4 can be modeled as a linked list in Fig.5(b) . So far, the authentication path in published literature is always a linked list from client to server, without exception. However, we believe that some modification may be beneficial and applicable.
Definition 2 (Generalized Authentication Path):
The generalized authentication path is defined as a permutation of the realms sequence from client to server.
Algorithm 1 Constructing the Generalized Authentication Path
Require: the linked list P in from client to server.
Set the generalized authentication path P out to empty. Let P = P in . while P is not empty do Find a realm R k which plays a role of KDC for its two neighbors.
Append R k to P out Delete R k from P end while return the generalized authentication path P out .
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The generalized authentication path can be constructed recursively. We describe how to construct the generalized authentication path in Algorithm 1. In each step of the while loop, we can always find a realm which plays a role of KDC for its two neighbors, and one of its neighbors initiate this authentication request (see Fig.6 ). 
C. PROVABLE SECURITY
Next, we present the statements that provide the basic security guarantees for the generalized cross-realm Kerberos we proposed previously.
1) Confidentiality of K c@rN ,tgsN
In a realm n (n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}), if the intruder does not know the private keys (K c@rN and K tgsN ) used to encrypt the session key K c@rN ,tgsN generated by the authentication server ASn for use by C@Rn and TGSn, then the intruder cannot learn K c@rN ,tgsN .
2) Confidentiality of K c@rN ,s@rN
In a realm n (n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}), if the intruder knows neither the private key K s@rN used by a TGSn to encrypt the T c@rN ,s@rN containing a new session key K c@rN ,s@rN for a client to use with a server, nor the session key used by the client to request the T c@rN ,s@rN , then the intruder cannot learn K c@rN ,s@rN .
3) Confidentiality of cross-realm K c@rN
For a realm N (N ∈ {2, 3, · · · , M }), if the intruder does not know any of the keys {K c@rI ,K tgsI ,K s@rI , K c@rI ,tgsI , K c@rI ,s@rI }, I ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N − 1} in the realms established previously, then the intruder cannot learn K c@rN .
4) Authentication of ASn to client C@Rn
In a realm n (n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}), if the client C@Rn sees what appears to be a valid reply from the ASn and if the key K c@rN is secret, then the ASn generated this reply to a request that named the client.
5) Authentication of request for TGTn
In a realm n (n ∈ {2, 3, · · · , m}), if the ASn processes a request for a ticket TGTn and if neither the key K asN encrypting the ticket nor the key K c@rN shared between C@Rn and ASn is known to the intruder, then the request was generated by the client C@Rn. Here the key K asN or K c@rN may be generated from previous realms.
6) Authentication of request for T c@rN ,s@rN
In a realm n (n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}), if the TGSn processes a request for a service granting ticket and if neither the private key K tgsN encrypting the ticket, nor the session key K c@rN ,tgsN encrypting the authenticator, nor the private key K c@rN which encrypted the session key K c@rN ,tgsN is known to the intruder, then the ticket in the request is a valid ticket and was generated by the ASn with whom the TGSn shares a private key K tgsN . Furthermore, the authenticator included in the request was generated by the client C@Rn named in the ticket. 7) Authentication of request to service server In a realm n (n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}), if the intruder does not know the private key s@rN used to encrypt a T c@rN ,s@rN for a client C@Rn to present to a server S@Rn, then if S@Rn processes the request, ostensibly from C@Rn, containing this T c@rN ,s@rN and the encrypted authenticator, then some TGSn generated the session key K c@rN ,s@rN for C@Rn to securely communicate with S@Rn and also created the T c@rN ,s@rN . Furthermore, if the intruder never learns the session key K c@rN ,tgsN which the TGSn used to encrypt K c@rN ,s@rN when sending the T c@rN ,s@rN to C@Rn, then C@Rn created the authenticator.
8) Structural soundness
In the final realm M , if the service server S@Rm processes a request for service from a client C@Rm, and if the keys
are all secret, then exchanges in the previous M − 1 realms happened and did so in the expected order. These properties cover the authentication, confidentiality, and structural soundness of our generalized Kerberos. And they are much the same as properties of the classical cross-realm Kerberos. By using the MSR language [23] , Butler et al. [8] have provided sketch proofs that are also applicable here. These proofs are complete with supplementary theorems and proofs in [23] , [24] , and [25] .
D. AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES FOR THE CROWDSOURCING DELIVERY MODEL
Following Algorithm1, we can construct the generalized authentication path for the crowdsourcing delivery model. The path is {R 1 , R 3 , R 2 } or {R op , R dp , R su } as shown in Fig.7 .
In this model, the supplier has registered to the ordering platform and the delivery platform online or offline. The client initiate an authentication request to the ordering platform for establishing connection with the supplier securely. If the order is confirmed, the supplier posts a delivery requirement on the delivery platform. Then a deliveryman sends the second authentication request to the delivery platform for this delivery order. If the deliveryman wins the delivery bid, the third authentication request is sent from the deliveryman to the supplier. The new realm establishes a secured connection between the deliveryman and the customer.
There is a major difference between this structure and the nested structure of the typical cross-realm scenario in Fig.4 . In this scheme, we generate a new KDC from a principal (the supplier) which has been a server of the previous realm. We provide a detailed description of the three step crossrealm authentication in the crowdsourcing delivery model, as shown in Fig.8 . Fig.8 (a) depicts the ordering process. This process is performed on the Internet among the smart phone of the customer, the computer of the supplier, and the server of the online ordering platform. Messages in the authentication process include: 2 are used only when the user first signs in to the system. The ticket {T cu,tgs1 }K tgs1 could be stored in the smart phone for a preset period. Optionally, the customer can also verify the supplier by using shared key after step 5 . Fig.8(b) describes how the deliveryman gets the delivery order from the supplier. This process is operated on the Internet among the smart phone of the deliveryman, the computer of the supplier, and the server of the delivery platform. Messages in this process include: Fig.8(c) The supplier and the deliveryman need a mutually offline authentication. They use bar-code image in smart phone to perform the face-to-face verification. The restaurant (supplier) sticks the bar-code of the encrypted deliverymancustomer ticket on the dinnerware. The customer scans the bar-code to get the session key with the deliveryman. Then the customer and the deliveryman can perform a mutually authentication base on their sharing session key. Before the stage is over, the customer notifies the supplier that the food has been received, by sending message ecrypted with their shared key.
The authentication processes in above three stages aggregate in Fig.9 . As shown in Fig.9 , we add a message 12 which is a message of order confirmation encrypted with K cu,su . Through this message, the customer is notified that some deliveryman has accepted the delivery order and is supposed to make the delivery soon. Also, we add a message 17 encrypted with K cu,su as a confirmation. Through this message, the supplier can be notified that the customer has received the food. Message 12 and 17 are messages for business rather than for security. Sometimes the ordering platform and the delivery platform are united and operated by a company. That does not matter. Even in this case, the ordering system and the delivery system are usually operated by different departments.
IV. MORE SOPHISTICATED APPLICATIONS
The order and home delivery business is undergoing continuous changes nowadays. A wide variance appears recently [22] . In this section, we mainly discuss three common variances in the crowdsourcing environment.
A. RECEIVING AGENT MODEL
A customer may wish to use the services of a receiving agent for privacy. For example, a person running a home-based business may not wish to disclose the residential address. Depending on the agreement between the customer and the receiving agent, the receiving agent can forward the goods to the customer or hold it for pickup. In another case, a deliveryman is not allowed to enter an office building for the sake of security. The deliveryman leaves the goods to the receptionist or the self-service drop box there.
The generalized authentication path of this model is {R op , R dp , R su , R cu }. Fig.10 illustrates the additional authentication process of the receiving agent model. When the deliveryman wants to let the agent believe he/she is the genuine deliveryman, the deliveryman exchanges messages with the customer, and obtains a session key with the agent. Subsequent bar-code authentications are performed by using this session key. The deliveryman uses message 7 to notify the customer that the goods have already been sent to the agency. 
B. UNIFIED SERVICE OF FRANCHISED CHAIN MODEL
A franchise retail chain shares a brand and central management, and usually builds a standard format through architectural prototype development and offers a standard menu or services. In many service categories such as restaurant chain, chain businesses have come to dominate the market in many parts of the world.
The generalized authentication path of this model is {R op , R us , R dp , R su }, where ''us'' is the abbreviation of ''unified supplier''. Fig.11 illustrates the additional authentication process of the franchised chains model. The franchised chains provide service through the franchiser's unified portal. Mutual trust between the franchiser and the franchisees has been established in advance. When the customer places an order, the franchiser posts the order on the portal or through the inner channel. A franchisee nearby accepts the order and becomes the end supplier. 
C. RELAY DELIVERY MODEL
A relay delivery collects payment for the order. However, as the relay delivery service cannot fulfill the delivery order itself unless the delivery is local to the location. It relays the order and payment to a local delivery company or a local deliveryman in the delivery area, minus a commission.
The generalized authentication path of this model is {R op , R dp , R d1 , R dp , R d2 , · · · , R dp , R dn , R su }. Fig.12 illustrates the additional authentication process of the relay delivery model. The latter deliveryman exchanges messages with the delivery platform to obtain a sharing session key with the former deliveryman. Then the latter deliveryman, instead of the former deliveryman, is supposed to execute the delivery order. Finally, the last deliveryman accepts the delivery. And then bar-code authentications are performed between the last deliveryman and the customer. Message 7 , 16 , and 19 in Fig.12 are notifying messages. Besides the above three models in this section, Other predictable models such as virtual restaurant and group customers can find authentication schemes likewise.
V. CONCLUSION
We generalized the authentication path of the Kerberos protocol, which is a technically mature and structurally sound network protocol. The generalization makes it possible to design cross-realm authentication scheme for many types of complicated business.
We integrated the Kerberos into the online ordering and home delivery platform. The desired goal is to change the present situation that strict authentication is ignored in the real world. We combined Kerberos authentication and bar-code authentication in the schemes of the aggregator model and the crowdsourcing model. Moreover, we extended the schemes to three more complicated business models: the receiving agent model, the franchised chains model, and the relay delivery model. Emphasis was placed on the detailed schemes and the establishment of the generalized authentication path.
We are making effort in designing and justifying authentication solutions for more concrete business models. Future work also involves attempts on applying other network protocols to the offline real-life business models.
